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problem fix.Q: Python: Configure Selenium to not clear previous commands I am running several tests in parallel using Selenium 3.4.0 and Python 3.6. They all have different browser names; however, when I

open the second browser it clears all previous commands. How can I configure Selenium to run in non-interactive mode so that it won't clear previous commands on a new browser? I already tried the "--no-new-
session" option, the "--ignore-brwser-check" and the "--new-session" options, but it doesn't seem to work. I'm using the following code to open the browser: option_fields =

browser.find_elements_by_id('browser-name') for option_field in option_fields: option_field.click() browser.get(option_field.text) And this code to start the tests and stop the browser:
@dataspec.feature('Feature: Test Feature') @dataspec.scenario('Scenario: Test Scenario') def test_feature(): browser = webdriver.Firefox() browser.get(url) browser.close() # Open other browser option_fields

= browser.find_elements_by_id('browser-name') for option_field in option_fields:
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Username: v1advgeckers Password: Web forum downloads[66] Download related software[67][68] Select one of the columns below to sort the table.Download serial VECTOR Clock Pro 2.2 serial,[64][65] No reviews yet To be able to write a review on Amibroker software first you need to have purchased it. Once you have you can login to your Amibroker account and start writing your review.A
Real-Time Metasurface Electromagnetically Tweets in the IR. A metasurface, a 2D array of subwavelength scatterers, can be used to control electromagnetic waves in space, inspired by the structure of the wing of a butterfly. In the visible region, we realized a real-time metasurface that generates an electric field at the location of a target plane wave by dynamically loading fixed scatterers in a
frequency-selective manner./*============================================================================= Copyright (c) 2001-2008 Joel de Guzman Copyright (c) 2001-2008 Hartmut Kaiser Distributed under the Boost Software License, Version 1.0. (See accompanying file LICENSE_1_0.txt or copy at
=============================================================================*/ #ifndef BOOST_SPIRIT_INCLUDE_CLASSIC_EXCEPTION_HPP #define BOOST_SPIRIT_INCLUDE_CLASSIC_EXCEPTION_HPP #include #endif Heavy water Heavy water is any of several isotopes of deuterium, a stable isotope of hydrogen. Like ordinary water, heavy water is a
molecule with two hydrogen atoms and one deuterium. It has a chemical formula of H2O—D. It has the same chemical properties as water, but with an additional neutron replacing an atom of hydrogen. The percentage of deuterium that has been replaced is equal to the atomic weight of the deuterium divided by the atomic weight of the hydrogen; for water this is 0.062%. (If the deuterium replaced
another isot f678ea9f9e
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